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Fuzzy Measures and IntegralsLinett Monta~no Guzm�anUniversidad Cat�olia BolivianaDepartamento de Cienias ExatasCohabamba, Boliviae-mail: lmontano�ubba.edu.boAbstratIn this paper, we will study the aggregation problem with interating riteria,and we will introdue the onepts of fuzzy measures and integrals. The fuzzyintegrals are powerful aggregation operators whih are able to take into onsi-deration the interation among riteria and the fuzzy measures an be used formodeling the importane of all subsets of riteria.We will onentrate in \the Choquet integral", this fuzzy integral is a weightedaggregation operator, whih takes into aount not only the importane of the ri-teria, but also the importane of all subsets of them. The information about theimportane and the interation between riteria is used in the aggregation proessof the partial evaluations. This paper analyse some harateristis and propertiesof this operator.keywords: Multiple riteria analysis; Fuzzy measures; aggregation operator.1 IntrodutionMultiriteria Deision Aid (MCDA) is an important branh of Operational Researh.MCDA disipline develops and implements deision support tools and methodologiesto deal with omplex deision problems that involve multiple riteria, goals or obje-tives of oniting nature. The tools and methodologies provied by MCDA are not justmathematial models aggregating riteria, points of view or attributes but furthermorethey are deision support oriented. Most Multiriteria Deision Aid (MCDA) methodsneed somewhere in their proedure a fundamental operation: \the aggregation". Themost ommon aggregation tool used today, is still the weighted arithmeti mean. Thisoperator has a neessary ondition for the representation of preferenes: \the indepen-dene". But, in many situations, however, the riteria onsidered are not independent,they interat.In fat, in a deision problem there are links between riteria. For instane, therewill be a very strong relation between the quality of a produt and its ost. This typeAta Nova; Vol. 2, NÆ1, diiembre 2002 � 216
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Ata Nova; Vol. 2, NÆ2, junio 2003 Apuntes � 217of relation should be taken into aount in aggregation methods and espeially in theproess of determining the weights. Thus, the fuzzy measures and integrals take intoaount this information.In the following setions, we will introdue some important notions of the theoryof fuzzy measures and integration. For more details and proofs about this theory, thereader is referred to the following papers and books [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 10℄.2 Interation among riteriaIn a deision problem the evaluation of the alternatives under various points of view(riteria) often shows interations. These links express the orrelation or the depen-dene with respet to the preferenes among riteria. This does not mean that theorresponding points of view are redundant and should be eliminated. On the opposite,this means, that the attributes that are used to reet these points of view are linkedby logial or fatual interdependenies and this information should be used. We willanalyse two types of interation among riteria: the orrelation and the preferentialdependene.2.1 CorrelationThe word orrelation is used in everyday life to denote some form of assoiation.The statistial de�nition of the notion of orrelation is the following:De�nition 2.1 The orrelation measures the inter-relationship between two variablesX and Y . The output of this measurement is alled the \orrelation oeÆient", denotedby r. It is sometimes alled Pearson's orrelation oeÆient after its originator and isa measure of linear assoiation.r = n nXi=1 XiYi � ( nXi=1 Xi nXi=1 Yi)℄vuut[n nXi=1 X2i � ( nXi=1 Xi)2℄vuut[n nXi=1 Y 2i � ( nXi=1 Yi)2℄ (1)The orrelation oeÆient is measured on a sale that varies from �1 through 0to +1. Complete orrelation between two variables is expressed by either +1 or �1.When one variable inreases as the other inreases the orrelation is positive; whenone dereases as the other inreases it is negative. Complete absene of orrelation isrepresented by 0.In statistial terms the notion of orrelation is used to denote an assoiation betweentwo quantitative variables. It is also assumed that the assoiation is linear, that is, thatone variable inreases or dereases a �xed amount for a unit inrease or derease of theother.
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218 � Linett Monta~no: Fuzzy measures and integralsThe orrelation among riteria is probably the best known and most intuitive type ofdependene. For instane, in the seletion of personnel problem, the age of the andidateand the number of years of professional experiene, riteria used in the evaluation, arelikely to be positively orrelated.2.2 Preferential dependeneAnother way to have dependene or interation among riteria is when the evaluation ofthe alternatives follow di�erent points of view, do not respet the property of preferentialindependene.A simple test, to prove the independene in the sense of preferenes, onsists inasking the deision maker about his preferenes, on pairs of alternatives, that share thesame pro�le, for a subset of attributes; varying the ommon pro�le should not reversethe preferenes when the points of view are independent.Let us onsiderer a set of alternatives A = fa; b; : : : ;mg and a set of riteriaF = fg1; g2; : : : ; gng. Eah alternative a 2 A is assoiated with a pro�le g(a) =(g1(a); g2(a); : : : ; gn(a)) 2 IRn where gj(a) represents the utility of a related to theriterion j.Suppose that the preferenes over A of the deision maker are known and expressedby a binary relation �.De�nition 2.2 (Vinke 1992 [14℄)Let F be the family of riteria, S a subset of F andS the omplementary subset in F . S is preferentially independent in F if, given fourations a; b; ; d suh that: 8>><>>: gj(a) = gj(b) 8j 2 Sgj() = gj(d) 8j 2 Sgj(a) = gj() 8j 2 Sgj(b) = gj(d) 8j 2 S (2)we get aPb, Pd;where P is the global preferene relation taking into aount all the riteria.In other words, S is preferentially independent in F if the preferenes betweenations, whih di�er only by their evaluations aording to the riteria in S, do notdepend upon the values yielded by the riteria of S.Example 1 Consider the seletion of personnel problem: A ompany is hiring andhas a short list of 4 andidates: Anne, Bernard, C�eline and David. The HR departmenthas a list of three riteria: age of the andidate (g1), number of years of professionalexperiene in a relevant related job (g2) and number of years of higher eduation (g3).The evaluation involving 4 andidates is desribed in the Table 1.
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Ata Nova; Vol. 2, NÆ2, junio 2003 Apuntes � 219Candidate g1 g2 g3Anne (a) 28 4 6Bernard (b) 28 6 4C�eline () 35 4 6David (d) 35 6 4Table 1: Seletion of personnel problem.The HR department expresses its opinion about the andidates. Evidently, thepreferenes a �  and b � d are immediately suggested; but the other omparisonsare not so obvious beause the assoiated pro�les interlae. After the analysis of theproblem, the HR department expresses the following preferenes:andidate a � andidate b and andidate d � andidate For the HR department, the reason is that as the age inreases, the years of profes-sional experiene beome more important than the years of higher eduation. However,when the andidate is younger, it is more important to have a high eduation thanexperiene. In this ase the professional experiene and the number of years of highereduation are not preferentially independent of the age of the andidate. Thus, the�rst two riteria are not preferentially independent of the third. Therefore, in this ase,there is no additive measure that ould reprodue the HR department ranking.A well known example of dependene in the sense of preferenes is the preferenefor white wine or red wine depending on whether you are eating �sh or meat.In order to take into aount the behavior of riteria : the orrelation and dependenein the sense of preferenes and to have a exible representation of these interationsbetween riteria, it is useful to introdue the onept of fuzzy measures and integrals.Thus, in the next setions we introdue these main onepts, and we show how fuzzymeasures provide a means of representing the relationship between riteria.3 Fuzzy measuresThe additivity property of the \measure", one of the most important onepts in math-ematis, is often inexible or too rigid to represent the many faets of human reasoning.Therefore, to be able to express human subjetivity, Sugeno [13℄ proposed to replae theadditivity property by a weaker one, the monotoniity, and he alled these non-additivemonotoni measures \fuzzy measures".Before the introdution of fuzzy measures by Sugeno in 1974 (to generalize additivemeasures), this onept has been introdued in 1953 by Choquet [1℄ as \apaities".Thus, the fuzzy measures are also alled non-additive measures, or apaities.De�nition 3.1 A disrete \fuzzy measure" on N is a set funtion �: 2N �! [0; 1℄satisfying the following onditions:
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220 � Linett Monta~no: Fuzzy measures and integralsi) �(;) = 0; �(N) = 1ii) S � T � N =) �(S) � �(T )A fuzzy measure is said to be :i) Additive if �(S [ T ) = �(S) + �(T ) whenever S \ T = ;.ii) Super-additive if �(S [ T ) � �(S) + �(T ) whenever S \ T = ;.iii) Sub-additive if �(S [ T ) � �(S) + �(T ) whenever S \ T = ;.To understand the meaning of fuzzy measures in pratial appliations we give anexample proposed by Murifushi and Sugeno [12℄:Example 2 Let N be a set of workers in a workshop, and suppose they produe thesame produts. Suppose that a group of workers A � N works in the most eÆient way.Let �(A) be the number of produts made by A in one hour. � an be onsidered as ameasure of produtivity, and an be normalized dividing by �(N). Then, the normalizedfuntion of the set funtion � : 2N ! IR+ is monotone and vanishes at the empty set,and therefore it is a fuzzy measure.Observe that in this situation, � may be non-additive, sine two groups of workersA and B together an produe more (or less) than if they work separately. If A and Bwork separately, then �(A [ B) = �(A) + �(B). Nevertheless, generally if they workjointly, they interat and the equality may not be kept. Thus, an e�etive ooperationof members of A[B gives the inequality �(A[B) > �(A) +�(B). On the other hand,the inompatibility between the groups of workers A and B ould give the oppositeinequality �(A [ B) < �(A) + �(B).In a deision aid framework, the fuzzy measure �(T ) represents the weight of impor-tane of the subset of riteria T . Therefore, in addition to the usual weights on riteriataken into aount separately, weights on all the ombinations of riteria will be de�nedas well.In the ase where the fuzzy measure is additive, we an onsider that there is nointeration between riteria and it suÆes to de�ne n weights f�(1); : : : ; �(n)g to de�nethe measure entirely. When the fuzzy measure is super-additive, this means that thereis a positive interation between riteria (synergy). Otherwise, if the fuzzy measures issub-additive it means that there is a negative interation between riteria (redundany).There are several representations of a fuzzy measure. Aording to Grabish [4℄ arepresentation of a fuzzy measure � ould be de�ned by \any set funtion from whih itis possible to reover � without loss of information". The most utilized representationsare the following:� The usual (measure) representation; this is simply (�) itself.� The M�obius representation or polynomial representation (w).� Interation representation or Shapley value (I).
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Ata Nova; Vol. 2, NÆ2, junio 2003 Apuntes � 2214 Fuzzy integral\Fuzzy integral" is a generi term for integrals with respet to fuzzy measures. Thereare many kinds of fuzzy integrals: The integrals of Choquet, �Sipo�s, Sugeno, t-onormintegral, et. In this paper we will mainly onentrate on the Choquet integral.Murofushi and Sugeno proposed the so-alled Choquet fuzzy integral, referring toa funtion de�ned by Choquet in a di�erent ontext. The Choquet integral is a fuzzyintegral based on a fuzzy measure that provides alternative omputational sheme foraggregating information.In fat, this aggregation operator, in a deision aid ontext, takes into aount, inthe evaluation proess, not only the importane of eah riteria, but also the importaneof all subsets. The weights are represented by the oeÆients of the fuzzy measure.De�nition 4.1 Let, � be a fuzzy measure on N . The disrete Choquet integral of afuntion g : N �! IR with respet to � is de�ned by:C�(g(1); : : : ; g(n)) = nXi=1(g(i) � g(i�1))�(A(i)) (3)where (:) indiates that the indies have been permutated, suh that f0 � g(1) �g(2) : : : � g(n)g; A(i) = f(i); : : : ; (n)g and g(0) = 0.

Figure 1: The Choquet integral.For instane, if g3 � g1 � g2, then g(1) = g3, g(2) = g1 and g(3) = g2, the fuzzymeasures �(A(1)) = �(312); �(A(2)) = �(12) and �(A(3)) = �(2) and the fuzzy integralwill be: C�(g1; g2; g3) = (g3 � g(0))�(3; 1; 2) + (g1 � g3)�(1; 2) + (g2 � g3)�(2)In Figure 1 we an see the representation of the Choquet integral.
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222 � Linett Monta~no: Fuzzy measures and integrals5 Properties of the Choquet integralIn order to show the suitability of fuzzy integrals in the multiriteria deision aid frame-work, we present in this setion the main properties for aggregation of this operator.The Choquet integral is a monotoni inreasing funtion C� de�ned from [0; 1℄n in[0; 1℄ and has the following properties:i) Boundary onditions: This property expresses the behavior of the aggregationoperator in the worst and in the best ase.C�(0; : : : ; 0) = 0 C�(1; : : : ; 1) = 1ii) Idempotene: For all gj idential (= a), this aggregation operator restitutes theommon value (a). C�(a; : : : ; a) = aiii) Continuity: This property means that the Choquet integral is ontinuous withrespet to eah of its variables. It means that, this operator does not present anyhaoti reation to a small hange in the arguments.iv) Monotoniity: This operator is non-dereasing with respet to eah variable.gi � gj =) C�(g1; : : : ; gi; : : : gn) � C�(g1; : : : ; gj ; : : : gn)v) Deomposability: This property means that any subset of elements g 2 Rn anbe replaed by their partial aggregation without hanging the global aggregation.C(n)� (g1; : : : ; gk; gk+1 : : : ; gn) = C(n)� (g; : : : ; g; gk+1; : : : ; gn)where g = C(k)� (gi; : : : ; gk)vi) Stability under the same positive linear transformations: This propertytranslates a stability of the operator for a hange of measurement sale.C�(rg1 + t; : : : ; rgn + t) = rC�(g1; : : : ; gn) + t 8r > 0; 8t 2 IR:From this property, we an say that hanging the sale does not hange the re-sult. This is an extremely important property in utility theory, given that theevaluations of an ation aording to eah riterion are de�ned with respet to apositive linear transformation. The global utility of the ation have thus to keepthis property.From boundary onditions i), idempoteny ii) and monotoniity iv) properties, thefollowing lemma an be dedued.
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Ata Nova; Vol. 2, NÆ2, junio 2003 Apuntes � 223Lemma 1 The Choquet integrals are omprised between the minimun and themaximun value. minfg1; : : : ; gng � C�(g) � maxfg1; : : : ; gngProof: From boundary onditions i), idempoteny ii) and monotoniity iv) prop-erties we have:For g = fg1; : : : ; gngLet gf = minfgg be the minimum value of g, and gk = maxfgg be the maximumvalue of g gf � gi 8i 2 f1; : : : ; nggk � gi 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ngfgf ; : : : ; gfg � fg1; : : : ; gng � fgk; : : : ; gkgFrom the monotoniity property we have:C�(gf ; : : : ; gf ) � C�(g1; : : : ; gn) � C�(gk; : : : ; gk)From the idempoteny propertygf � C�(g) � gkas gf = min(g) and gk = max(g) thenmin(g) � C�(g) � max(g) �From this lemma, we an say that this aggregation operator is a \ompromise oper-ator".In this setion we mentioned the properties of the fuzzy integrals related to the rep-resentation of interations between riteria. Now, we an illustrate, what is understoodby interations and how they an be modelled by fuzzy integral, with a simple example.Example 2 Consider the same example of the seletion of personnel problem shownin setion 2.2, with other andidates, A, B and C. The HR department has a list ofthree riteria: age of the andidate (g1), number of years of professional experiene ina relevant related job (g2) and number of years of higher eduation (g3). The evaluationinvolving these andidates is desribed in the Table 2.The HR department wants well equilibrated andidates without weak evaluations.This means, that the ideal andidate should be young, with various years of professionalexperiene and with a high level of eduation.The normalized matrix1 and the weight sum results are shown in Table 3. Theranking of this table is not fully satisfatory for the HR department, sine the andidate1The riterion g1 should be minimized, and g2; g3 maximized. We hoose here to maximize theinverse values 1g1 and for the normalization, we divide gi by the total sum, i.e g0i = giPni gi
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224 � Linett Monta~no: Fuzzy measures and integralsCandidate g1 g2 g3A 28 7 3B 36 2 7C 29 5 5Table 2: Seletion of personnel problem.Candidate g1 g2 g3 Global evaluation(weighted sum )A 0,36 0,50 0,20 0,36B 0,28 0,14 0,47 0,29C 0,35 0,36 0,33 0,35Weight 0,35 0,35 0,3Table 3: Normalized matrix and weighted sum results.A has a weakness in the number of years of higher eduation (see Table 2), but has beenonsidered better than andidate C, who has no weak point. The reason is that toomuh importane is given to age and the number of years of professional experiene ofthe andidates, whih are redundant. Usually, the age and the professional experienehave a strong link. Solving this problem with the Choquet integral and an appropriatefuzzy measure we have:i) For the HR department, the age and the professional experiene are more impor-tant than the number of years of higher eduation.�(fg1g) = �(fg2g) = 0:35�(fg3g) = 0:3ii) Beause the riteria g1 and g2 are redundant, the weight attributed to the setfg1; g2g should be less than the sum of the weights of the pair of riteria.�(fg1; g2g) = 0:45 < 0:35 + 0:35iii) Sine, the riteria g1; g3 and g2; g3 have a positive interation, the weight at-tributed to the set fg1; g2g and fg2; g3g should be greater than the sum of indi-vidual weights.�(fg1; g3g) = 0:8 > 0:35 + 0:3�(fg2; g3g) = 0:8 > 0:35 + 0:3And �(fg1; g2g3g) = 1.Table 4 shows the results applying this fuzzy measure to the andidates.The HR an see that the Choquet integral gives the expeted results.This example exposes how easy it is to translate the requirements of the deisionmaker into oeÆients of fuzzy measures. Nevertheless, when the deision maker on-
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Ata Nova; Vol. 2, NÆ2, junio 2003 Apuntes � 225Candidate g1 g2 g3 Global evaluation(Choquet integral)A 0,36 0,50 0,20 0,32B 0,28 0,14 0,47 0,31C 0,35 0,36 0,33 0,34Table 4: Choquet integral results.siders more than 3 riteria, the evaluation of the fuzzy measure beomes diÆult. Isfor this reason that the next setion introdue the k-order additive fuzzy measure andintegral.6 k-order additive fuzzy measure and integralIn a deision aid problem involving n riteria, if we take into aount the interationsbetween riteria, we need to de�ne the 2n oeÆients of the fuzzy measure � orre-sponding to the 2n subsets of N . The deision maker is not able to give suh amountof information. In most ases, he will be able to guess the importane of eah riterionand of eah pair of riterion.To overome this problem, Grabish [5℄ proposed to use the onept of k-order fuzzymeasure.De�nition 6.1 (Grabish(97) [5℄) A fuzzy measure � de�ned on N is said to be k-order additive if its orresponding pseudo-Boolean funtion is a multilinear polynomialof degree k, i.e. its M�obius transform w(T ) = 0 for all (T ) suh that (T ) > k, and thereexist at least one subset T of N of exatly k elements suh that w(T ) 6= 0.Thus, for the 2-additive fuzzy measures, oeÆients of the M�obius representationare given by �(i) = w(i); i 2 N; (4)�(ij) = w(i) + w(j) + w(ij); fi; jg 2 N (5)The monotoniity onstraints and the normalisation of the oeÆients of the 2-additive fuzzy measure are formulated as follows:8>>>>>><>>>>>>: �(;) = 0;Xfi;jg2N �(ij) + (n� 2)Xi2N �(i) = 1;�(i) � 0; 8i;2 NXj2S �(ij)�Xj2S �(j)� (n� 2)�(i) � 0; 8i 2 N;8S � N n i: (6)
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226 � Linett Monta~no: Fuzzy measures and integralsIn terms of the M�obius transform these onstraints are :8>>>>>><>>>>>>: w(;) = 0;Xi2N w(i) + Xfi;jg2N w(ij) = 1;w(i) � 0; 8i;2 Nw(i) +Xj2Sw(ij) � 0; 8i 2 N;8S � N n i: (7)If we onsider the 2-order model, the Choquet integral beomes:C�(g) =Xi2N w(i)gi + Xfi;jg�N w(ij)(gi ^ gj) 8g 2 IRn (8)The 2-order ase of the Choquet integral, seems to be interesting in pratial appli-ations. It permits to model interation between riteria while remaining very simple.Indeed, only n+(n2 ) = (n(n+1))=2 oeÆients are required to de�ne the fuzzy measure.There are many appliations based on the 2-order model [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10℄.A review of the literature [3, 6, 7, 11℄, shows that there are mainly three approahesto �nd the fuzzy measures.� Identi�ation based on semantis� Identi�ation based on learning data� Identi�ation based on the ombination of the semantis and learning data.The �rst approah is based on the deision maker's interpretation of the fuzzy mea-sure. The seond one is established on the assignment by the deision maker of thenumerial sore for eah ation and eah riterion, and also a numerial global sore foreah ation, from this information it is possible to build a learning system to �nd thefuzzy measure. Finally the third approah is based on the ombination of the semantisand learning data, indeed this proedure ombines semantial onsiderations and learn-ing data whih introdues very useful information, redues the omplexity and providesmore eÆient algorithms to �nd the fuzzy measure.7 MCDA methods and Fuzzy measures and integralsAs we have shown in this paper, in many situations, the riteria onsidered in an MCDAevaluation proess are not independent, they interat. In these situations the fuzzy in-tegral beomes the appropriate aggregation operator to deal with this kind of problems.For this reason is very interesting the introdution of this powerful aggregation operator,\the Choquet integral", in MCDA methods.
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